
ES211 - Principles of Microeconomics
Dr. Todd R. Yarbrough

Problem Set 1

1. For the following, show the budget constraint in a graph of goods x1 and x2, using prices Px1 and Px2, and
income m.

i. m = $100; Px1 = $5; Px2 = $2
ii. m = $200; Px1 = $4; Px2 = $5
iii. m = $180; Px1 = $9; Px2 = $3
iv. m = $80; Px1 = $8; Px2 = $1, then show in the same graph what happens if the price of x1 rises

to $10
v. m = $120; Px1 = $5; Px2 = $2, then show in the same graph what happens if m falls to $100

2. Use the data below to answer the following questions. The data below describes the utility values at
different points of consumption for Steak and Sweetwater 420 (A wonderful Georgia-brewed Pale Ale).
Assume income = m = $30. Prices are in parentheses.

Q Us (Ps = $6) Ub (Pb = $4)
0 0 0
1 75 50
2 125 100
3 150 150
4 150 200
5 125 250
6 175 300
7 100 350

i. Calculate the Marginal Utility of each good for each quantity.
ii. Show in a graph the budget constraint.
iii. Assume consumption is currently 3 Steaks and 3 Beers, is this optimal? Why or why not?
iv. What is the optimal allocation of the two goods, given the budget constraint?

3. For the following scenarios, show in a graph what likely happens to equilibrium price and quantity when
supply or demand shifts. You may assume that the scenario only causes one curve to shift. The market in
question is peanut butter.

i. A study finds that peanuts may help prevent cancer.
ii. The cost of honey, an ingredient in peanut butter, increases.
iii. The price of jelly rises.
iv. The price of almond butter falls.
v. After coming out of a deep recession, incomes rise nationally.
vi. The expected price of peanut butter rises.

4. Use the Movie Moneyball to answer the following questions. Good answers here will cite specific scenes
from the movie...

i. What did the Beane attempt to optimize that made the As distinct from other major league
teams? Explain.

ii. Explain the role of opportunity cost with respect to player salaries.
iii. Did Beane’s approach always seem rational? Explain.
iv. Would you call Beane’s approach "profit maximizing"? Explain.
v. Explain the role of markets, the supply and demand for players, with respect to Beane’s approach.
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5. Use the graph below to answer the proceeding questions. It depicts the market for fried "baloney" sand-
wiches, a useful substance that keeps your beard shiny and soft
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i. What is the equilibrium price and quantity in the market for fried "baloney" sandwiches?
ii. Calculate consumers’ and producers’ surplus at this equilibrium.
iii. Suppose that the market is currently selling sandwiches for $3.00. What occurs at this price?

How much Dead Weight Loss?
iv. Carry out the analyses you did in parts ii and iii, for prices $2, $4, $6, $7, and $8.

6. Use the graph below to answer the proceeding questions. It depicts the market for 12-packs of craft brewed
IPAs.
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i. Suppose the market is currently operating at DIPA and SIPA. What is equilibrium price and
quantity here? What is consumer’s and producer’s surplus here?

ii. Now suppose that a new technique for brewing allows breweries to produce beer cheaper, causing
supply to shift from SIPA to SIPA+. What is equilibrium price and quantity here? What is
consumer’s and producer’s surplus here?

iii. After a time, a sustained increase in the supply for IPAs has caused a reduction in price. Fearing a
future price increase, consumers of IPAs increase their demand from DIPA to DIPA+. Assuming
supply is currently at SIPA+, What is equilibrium price and quantity here? What is consumer’s
and producer’s surplus here?

iv. Comment on the relationship between maximum willingness to pay/minimum willingness to
accept and consumer’s and producer’s surplus. What does this say about a market’s ability to
add value to society overtime? What do you think happens if the curves shifted in the opposite
direction, that is we see both a decrease in supply and decrease in demand?
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